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the same thing should be said for lower caste members, but the biggest difference is the fact that lower castes are still treated like slaves. the thing that these revisionist scholars ignore to talk about the other parts of the manusmriti and he sends it to his loving followers to become blind and religious believers. the world doesnt need these blind believers and we should start a campaign about them. i am glad that you havent shown such blind followers in your article. god, we are all born equal but with unequal opportunities. and i have a lot of respect for india which is the only secular state in the entire world. the word secularism and
tolerance is the invention of freemasons.i believe that certain sections of hindus should boycott violent and bloody friday because they are being targeted by those section of hindus and daily boycott like varavara manu or navakanyayana by keeping domestic goddesses in temples. some may say that this is not a good idea, but who can stop it. the brilliant idea is, it will bring pressure to their support as they will be isolated. we should also check out the fascist tendencies of those hindu nationalists. fascists have always been in love with things of violence and always target minorities. we as indi-hindu should also boycott such

festivals. i don't see need for violent ways of protests because we have several other ways to do it. dr. patwari, thank you for your analysis of manusmriti. i agree with your arguments. we need to work towards a perfect indian society. but today, we are not at that place yet. what we need is that we must work towards the goal without ever compromising on our principals. we must resist any form of external intervention or any form of external manipulation. it is important to know that any external interference will only create problems. this would encourage the right wing forces to interfere with our internal affairs. they will try to
introduce their version of religious bigotry and communal harmony. we must oppose them. i think the only way we can come to a proper conclusion to the problem of caste is by our mutual efforts. i hope we can work together to reach the goal.
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